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Two words are called transposals if they use the same letters 
in a d ifferen t order. The letters may be rearranged on ly slightly, 
as in BACHELOR-BUTTONS a nd BACHELOR 'S-BUTTON (a "trivia l" trans­
posa 1), or they may be quite mixed, a s in COUNTERDOCTR INES and 
RECONSTRUCTlONED ("nontrivial"). Word Ways has published many 
short nontrivial transposals and a few long trivia 1 and nontrivial 
ones over the years. ln 1987 1 discovered several new long non­
trivial transposals during related logological research, and I soon 
began keeping a list of all the trivial and nontrivial transposals 
of at least 15 letters 1 could find. That list grew into the 604­
tran sposa 1 list presented in this article. 
In compiling the list, I drew the transposals from four sources: 
(1) Word Ways, (2) Dennis Ritchie's list of transposals from Web­
ster's Second Unabridged, produced at Bell Labs, (3) other Iogolog­
ists whom I contacted after reviewing their transposal articles in 
Word Ways, and (4) my own discoveries. Of the 604 trivial and 
nontrivial transposals in my list (counting plurals), a few dozen 
are from sources (1) and (2), about a dozen are from source (3) 
(Darryl Francis and Eric Albert), and the rest are my own discov­
eries. However, a number of my nontrivial finds that have not been 
previously published in Word Ways were independently discovered 
by Eric Albert in his own lengthy investigation of nontrivial trans­
posals. 
"Nontrivial" is not synonymous with "well-mixed," a term intro­
duced in Word Ways more than a decade ago to describe quality 
transposals. Briefly, two words are nontrivial transposals if (1) 
they are not basically interchanged letter sequences and (2) they 
are not reduceable to shorter transposals by shortening or remov­
ing their affixes (e.g., depluralizing them). 1 will discuss this 
further in a subsequent article, where I will present long nontriv­
ia 1 transposa Is, subtra n sposals, tra nsadd ition s, and tran sdeletion s. 
The longest transposal 1 found has 32 letters (31 letters for the 
singula r) : METER-K lLOGRAM-SECOND-AMPERE SYSTEMS I METR E-K I LO­
GRAM-SECOND-AMPERE SYSTEMS. Da rryl Francis foun d the only other 
transposa 1 nea rly a s long: FR IDER lCHSEN-WATERHOUSE SYNDROMES 
WATERHOUSE-FR lDER lCHSEN SYNDROMES (31 letters, or 30 for the 
singular) . 
The trivial transposals in my list follow several patterns. You 
will see immediately from a qUick glance at the list that most of 
the transposals consist of two synonymous technical terms with mere­




are	 six patterns altogether: 
(1)	 Interchanging long sequences of letters: ELECTROMAGNETIC 1 
MAGNETOELECTRIC, HAMMER AND SICKLE 1 SICKLE AND HAMMER. 
(2)	 Moving -S from one component to the other (plural, possessive, 
and/or va ria nt spelling) : ATTORNEY GENERALS 1 ATTOR NEYS 
GENERAL, BACHELOR-BUTTONS 1 BACHELOR'S-BUTTON, DEOXYRIBO­
NUCLEIC ACIDS 1 DESOXYRIBONUCLEIC ACID. 
(3)	 Transposing only some of the letters, leaving most unchanged: 
COMBINATIONAL NOTE 1 COMBINATIONAL TONE, CILIOFLAGEL­
LATES 1 SILICOFLAGELLATE. 
(4)	 Transposing only an affix and moving it elsewhere in the word: 
MISREPRESENTATION 1 REPRESENTATION ISM, CHROMATOGRAPHER 1 
RECHROMATOGRAPH. 
(5)	 Lengthening a shorter nontrivial transposal (adding the same 
a [fixes to both words): STATELESSNESSES 1 TASTELESSNESSES. 
(6)	 Usin g the -ER/-RE va ria nt spelling: MICROM I LLlMETER 1 MICRO­
MILLIMETRE. 
All words in my list are dictionary-sanctioned, be they capIta 1­
ized, hyphenated, open compound s, or inflectiona 1 forms. Though 
I prefer not to stray from the Merriam-Webster series of dictionaries 
for the words, I do so since including all transposals already pub­
lished in Word Ways requIres me to and since some British variant 
spellings which are transposably prolifiC are not listed in Merriam­
Webster (e.g., -I2E/-ISE and -ER/-REl. All words in the list are 
labeled according to the chart below. A few of the British spel­
lings are not shown in the only Bntish dictionaries I have access 
to and are labeled with "?"; perhaps a reader can find a source 
dictionary for these words. (If so, please write to Word Ways.) 
With one exception, I've limited my sources to general-purpose 
d ictiona ries. I include Dorland's Illustrated MedIca 1 Dictiona ry 
only because it is already in use as a source of transposals in 
Word Ways and because it contains hundreds of very long transpos­
a Is. However, with the exception of a few extremely long ones, 
no transposals in my list draw both their words from Dorland's. 
Since most long transposals are technical terms, many not in 
my list can be found in specialized dictionaries I haven't consult­
ed. Two examples found by Darryl Fra ncis are: GLOSSOLA BIOPHA RYN­
GEAL PARAL YS IS 1 LAB IOGLOSSOPHARYNGEAL PARAL YS IS (from Centu ry 
Supp lement 1 Dorla nd I s 24th ed.) and SUPERPHOSPHATE-TR I PLE 1 
TR IPL E SUPERPHOSPHATE (both words from Cha mbers Science and 
Tech nology) . 
Label Source Dictionary 
a Addenda of Webster's Third Unabridged 
c Century Dictionary, or its Supplement 
d Dorla nds Illustrated MedIca 1 Dictiona ry, 26th ed. 
h Cha mbers Twentieth Cen tu ry Dictiona ry 
m America n Heritage Dictiona ry 
o	 Oxford English Dictionary, or its Supplement
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Webster's Ninth New Collegiate Dictionary 
no dictionary listing found yet 
Webster's Unabridged, Second and/or Third 
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be pluralized regularly to form a longer transposal (e.g., CINE­
MATOGRAPHER + / MEGACH 1ROPTERAN + ind ica tes that C INEMATOGRAPH­
ERS / MEGACHIROPTERANS is also a transposal). With thIS conven­
tion, the list of 604 transposals takes only 487 lines. 
Some potential plural transposals in Webster's Second present a 
problem since they lack definitions and parts of speech. These words 
occur in "lists of self-explanatory combinations." If, after care­
fully examining the words' components in Webster's Second and 
Third, I still suspected that a plural was invalid, 1 omitted the 
words from the list. For example, see FRONTOPARiETAL and PARIE­
TOFRONTAL in Webster's Second. 1 omitted the uncertain is-letter 
p 1u r a 1s 0 f thesetran sp 0 s a Is from my 1i s t. 
in the list, the alphabetically first word in each transposal 
pair is shown on the left, and the pairs are then alphabetized. 
(Punctuation is ignored for alphabetization.) For example, MEGA"': 
CH 1ROPTERAN / CINEMATOGRAPHER is presen ted as C1NEMATOGRAPH­
ER / MEGACH 1ROPTERAN and is found after C 1LlOFLAGELLATES / 
S I LlCOFLAGELLATE and before C1RCULA R iNTEGRAL / CIRCULAR TR 1­
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BOMB CALORIMETER + CALORIMETER BOMB + 
BRAIN SPECIALIST PUBISCITAlUANS 
CALCAREOCORNEOUS CORNEOCALCAREOUS 
CALCAREOSILICEOUS SILICEOCALCAREOUS 
CAPTAINCIES GENERAL CAPTAIN-GENERALCIES 
CAPTAINCY GENERAL CAP TAl N-GENERALCY 
CAPTAIN GENERALS CAPTAINS GENERAL 
CAPTORE THl:ORIES SEROTBERAPli:U'1' I C 
CARBON SILICIDES SILICON CARBIDES 
CARCINOSARCOMATA SARCOCARCINOMATA 
CARDIOMYOPATHIES d MYOCARDIOPATHIES 
CENTAUROMACHIAS MARCHANT IACEOOS 
CENTER HALFBACKS o CENTRE HALF-BACKS 
CENTER OF GRAVITY o CENTRE OF GRAVITY 




CENTIMETER-GRAM-SECOND + CENTlMETRE-GRAM-SECOND + 






CEREBROMENINGITIS MEN I NGOCEREBRITIS 
CERTIFlCATORIES RECTIFICATORIES 
CERVICO-OCCIPITAL OCCIPITOCERVICAL 
CHAMBERLAND-PASTEUR FILTER + PASTEUR-CHAMBERLAND FILTER + 
CHAMELEON MINERAL + MINERAL CHAMELEON + 




CHEMOTROP I CALLY ECTOMORPHlCALLY 
CHENODEOXYCHOLIC ACIDS CHENODESOXYCHOLIC ACID 
CHILE SALTPETERS o CHILE SALTPETRES 
CHOLECYSTODUODENOSTOMY + DUODENOCHOLECYSTOSTOMY + 










CHRISTIANOPAGANISM + PAGANO-CHRISTIANISM + 
CHROMATOGRAPHER + 9 RECHROMATOGRAPH + 
CHROMOLITHOGRAPHY + LITHOCHROMOGRAPHY + 
CHROMOPHOTOGRAPHY + PHOTOCHROMOGRAPHY + 
CHROMOPHOTOLITHOGRAPH + PHOTOCHROMOLITHOGRAPH + 
CHRONOPHOTOGRAPH + PHOTOCHRONOGRAPH + 
CHRONOPHOTOGRAPHIC PHOTOCHRONOGRAPHIC 
CHRONOPHOTOGRAPHY + PHOTOCHRONOGRAPHY + 
CILIOFLAGELLATES SILICOFLAGELLATE 
CINEMATOGRAPHER + MEGACBIROPTERAN + 
CIRCULAR INTEGRAL + c CIRCULAR TRIANGLE + 
CLINICOPATHOLOGICAL PATHOLOGICOCLINICAL 
COADMINISTERING ? DEROMANTICISING 
COLOENTERITISES 
COLOPROCTITISES 
c COLOR SENSATIONS 
COLUMBOTITANATE + 
COMBINATIONAL NOTE + 
COMBINATION NOTE + 
COMMEDIA DELL'ARTES 
COMMISSIONAIRES 
COMMUNITY CENTER + 
COMPENETRATIONS 
CONCESSIONAIRES 
CONDITION PRECEDENT + 


































































o COMMUNITY CENTRE + 
CONTEMPERATIONS 
CONCE SS IONARIES 
PRECEDENT CONDITION + 






















































































































ELECTROMAGNET I CAL MAGNETOELECTRICAL 
ELECTROTHERMOMETER + THERMOELECTROMETER + 
ENCEPHALOMENINGITIDES MENINGOENCEPHALITIDES 
ENCEPHALOMENINGITIS MENINGOENCEPHALITIS 





ENOL-KETO ISOMERISM + KETO-ENOL ISOMERISM + 
ENTEROGASTRITIDES GASTROENTERITIDES 
ENTEROGASTRITIS GASTROENTERITIS 
EPIDIDYMOVASOSTOMY + VASOEPIDIDYMOSTOMY + 
ERYTHROPHYLLINS PHYLLOERYTHRINS 
ESOPHAGOGASTROSTOMY + GASTROESOPHAGOSTOMY + 
ETHICOPOLITICAL POLITICO-ETHICAL 
ETHMOSPHENOIDAL SPHENOETHMOIDAL 







FLUOROPHOTOMETER + PHOTOFLUOROMETER + 
FRAUDLESSNESSES SELF-ASSUREDNESS 
FREIGHT STEAMERS STEAMERFREIGHTS 
d FRIDERICHSEN-WATERHOUSE SYNDROME + WATERHOUSE-FRIDERICHSEN SYNDROME + 
FRONT OOCC I PI TAL OCCIPITOFRONTAL 
FURNACE HEATINGS HEATING FURNACES 
GALACTOPHORITES GALACTOTROPHIES 
GALVANOTHERMOMETER + THERMOGALVANOMETER + 
GENERAL COURT-MARSHALS GENERAL COURTS-MARSHAL 
GERMANIFICATION + REMAGNIFICATION + 
GLOSSOLABIOLARYNGEAL LABIOGLOSSOLARYNGEAL 
GLOSSOLABI OPHARYNGEAL LABIOGLOSSOPHARYNGEAL 





GRAMOPHONICALLY NOMOGRAPH ICALLY 
GRAMOPHONICALLY PHONOGRAMICALLY 
GRANDFATHER CHAIRS GRANDFATHER'S CHAIR 
GRANDFATHER CLOCKS GRANDFATHER'S CLOCK 
GREAT LAKES TROUT GREAT LAKE TROUTS 
GREEN HELLEBORES HELLEBORE GREENS 
GREEN MALACHITES MALACHITE GREENS 
HAMMER ,!>,ND SICKLE + SICKLE AND HAMMER + 






HEPATOSPLENOMEGALY + d SPLENOHEPATOMEGALY + 
HETEROMORPHOSIS THERI OMORP HOSES 
HEXAKISOCTAHEDRA OCTAKISHEXAHEDRA 




































































d	 KERATOSCLERITIS + 
a	 KLINEFELTER'S SYNDROME 
KNIGHTS OF THE HOLY SEPULCHER 
LACKLUSTERNESSES 





d	 LARYNGORHINOLOGY + 
LARYNGOTRACHEOTOMY + 
LAW OF DIMINISHING RETURNS 
LEAD TETRl\ETHYLS 















































JUDGE ADVOCATES GENERAL 
SCLEROKERATITIS + 
a	 KLINEFELTER SYNDROMES 
o	 KNIGHTS OF THE HOLY SEPULCHRE 
LACKLUSTRENESSES 







LAWS OF DIMINISHING RETURN 
TETRAETHYL LEADS 










































































MAGNETOTELEPHONE + TELEPHONE MAGNETO + 
a HARFAN'S SYNDROME a HARFAN SYNDROMES 
MASTER OF REQUESTS MASTERS OF REQUEST 
MATHEMATICO-PHYSICAL PHYSICOMATHEMATICAL 
MEADOW REED GRASS + REED MEADOW GRASS + 
MENINGOMYELITIDES MYELOMENINGITIDES 
MENINGOMYELITIS MYELOMENINGITIS 
MENINGOMYELOCELE + MYELOMENINGOCELE + 
METALLIC LUSTERS METALLIC LUSTRES 
METER-KILOGRAM-SECOND + o METRE-KILOGRAM-SECOND + 
m METER-KILOGRAM-SECOND SYSTEM + h METRE-KILOGRAM-SECOND SYSTEM + 
m METER-KILOGRAM-SECOND-AMPERE SYSTEM + h METRE-KILOGRAM-SECOND-AMPERE SYSTEM + 
METER-MILLIMETER + METRE-MILLIMETRE + 
MICROMILLIMETER + MICROMILLIMETRE + 
MICROPHOTOGRAPH + PHOTOMICROGRAPH + 
MICROPHOTOGRAPHER + PHOTOMICROGRAPHER + 
MICROPHOTOGRAPHIC PHOTOMICROGRAPHIC 
MICROPHOTOGRAPHY + PHOTOMICROGRAPHY + 
MICROPHOTOSCOPE + PHOTOMICROSCOPE + 
MICRORADIOMETER + RADIOMICROMETER + 
MICROSPECTROSCOPE + SPECTROMICROSCOPE + 
MINISTER-PRESIDENTS MINISTERS-PRESIDENT 
? MISCHARACTERISE SACCBARIMETRIES 
MISREPRESENTATION + REPRESENTATIONISM + 
MISREPRESENTERS REMISREPRESENTS 
MISUNDERSTANDER + REMISUNDERSTAND + 
MOLYBDOPHOSPHATE + PHOSPHOMOLYBDATE + 
MONOGRAPHICALLY NOMOGRAPHICALLY 
MONOGRAPHICALLY PHONOGRAMICALLY 
MONOPERSULFURIC ACID PERMONOSULFURIC ACID 
MONOPERSULPHURIC ACID PERMONOSULPHURIC ACID 
MYELONEURITIDES NEUROMYELITIDES 
d MYOTENONTOPLASTY + TENONTOMYOPLASTY + 
NEPHROPYELITISES PYELONEPHRITISES 
NEPHROURETERECTOMY + URETERONEPHRECTOMY + 
NEUROPSYCHOLOGICAL PSYCHONEUROLOGICAL 
NITROSULPHUREOUS SULPHUREONITROUS 
? NOMINALISATIONS NONASSIMILATION 
NOMOGRAPHICALLY PHONOGRAMICALLY 
NONDESECRATIONS RECONDENSATI ONS 
NONDISCRETIONARY YARN CONDITIONERS 
? NONREALISATIONS c SIARESINOTANNOL 
NON-UNIVERSALIST UNISON INTERVALS 
OCCIPITOPARIETAL PARIETO-OCCIPITAL 
OCCIPITOTEMPORAL TEMPOROOCCIPITAL 
OOPHOROSALPINGECTOMY + SALPINGO-OOPHORECTOMY + 
ORPIMENT YELLOWS YELLOW ORPIMENTS 











PATHOPHYSIOLOGY + PHYSIOPATHOLOGY + 





PERCHLORINATION + PRECHLORINATION + 
PERICARDIACOPHRENIC PHRENICOPERICARDIAC 
PERICARDIOPLEURAL PLEUROPERICARDIAL h 
PETROGRAPHICALLY PTERYLOGRAPHICAL ? 
PHARMACOPSYCHOLOGY + PSYCHOPHARMACOLOGY + 
PHARYNGORHINITIDES RHINOPHARYNGITIDES 
PHARYNGORHINITIS RHINOPHARYNGITIS 
PHOSPHOTUNGSTATE + TUNGSTOPHOSPHATE + 
o	 PHOTOELECTROMAGNETIC o PHOTOMAGNETOELECTRIC 0 
PHOTORADIOGRAPH + RADIOPHOTOGRAPH + 
PHOTORADIOGRAPHY + RADIOPHOTOGRAPHY + 
PHOTORESISTANCi: STENOCROTAPHIES 
PHOTOSTEREOGRAPH + STEREOPHOTOGRAPH + 




PHOTOTELEGRAPHY + TELEPHOTOGRAPHY + 
PHOTOTYFOGRAPHICAL PHYTOTOPOGRAPHICAL 
PHOTOTYPOGRAPHY + PHYTOTOPOGRAPHY + 
a	 PHYSICIAN ASSISTANTS a PHYSICIAN'S ASSISTANT 
PHYSIOPSYCHOLOGICAL PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL 
PHYSIOPSYCHOLOGY + PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGY + 
PINK LADY-SLIPPERS PINK LADY'S-SLIPPER 
PLENIPOTENTIARIES o PLENIPOTENTIARISE 
PNEUMATOPHONIES PNEUMONOPATHIES a 
d PNEUMOPYOPERICARDIA PYOPNEUMOPERICARDIA 
d PNEUMOPYOPERICARDIUM PYOPNEUMOPERICARDIUM 
PNEUMOPYOTHORACES PYOPNEUMOTHORACES 
PNEUMOPYOTHORAX PYOPNEUMOTHORAX 
PNEUMOPYOTHORAXES PYOPNEUMOTHORAXES S 
POLITICO-THEOLOGICAL THEOLOGICOPOLITICAL 
o POLYDEOXYRIBONUCLEOTIDES o POLYDESOXYRIBONUCLEOTIDE S 
POSTEROSUPERIOR SUPEROPOSTERIOR S 
POSTMASTER-GENERALS POSTMASTERS-GENERAL S 
POSTMASTER'S STAMP POSTMASTER STAMPS S 
POTASSIUM SODIUM TARTRATE + SODIUM POTASSIUM TARTRATE + S 
? PRECIVILISATION PROVINC IALITIES S 
PRECONSOLATIONS a SPIRONOLACTONES S 
PRE-RAPHAELITISM a PRIMAL THERAPIES S 
? PREREALISATIONS o PROLETARIANISES S 
PREREALIZATIONS PROLETARIANIZES S 
PRESENT IVENESSES PRETENSIVENESSES T 
PRETRANSMISSION + TRANSIMPRESSION + T 
PRINCE ALBERT FIRS PRINCE ALBERT'S FIR a T' 
PRINCE ALBERT'S YEW PRINCE ALBERT YEWS TI 
PRINCE RUPERT DROPS PRINCE RUPERT'S DROP a TI 
PRINTING SURFACE + SURFACE PRINTING + TI 
PRO-ARISTOTELIAN o PROLETARISATION Tl 
PROCURATOR-GENERALS PROCURATORS-GENERAL UJ 
PRONATIONALISTS TRANSPOSITIONAL Ul 
PSEUDOEROTICISM PSEUDO-ISOMETRIC OJ 
PSYCHOTECHNOLOGY + TECHNOPSYCHOLOGY + Ul 
PURKINJE FIGURES PURKINJE'S FIGURE Ul 
PURPUROXANTHINS XANTHOPURPORINS OJ 
PYELOURETEROGRAM + URETEROPYELOGRAM + UI 
RADIOTELEGRAPHY + TELERADIOGRAPHY + WI 
RADIOTELEPHONES TELERAD lOPHONES WI 
RAGTAG AND BOBTAIL TAGRAG AND BOBTAIL WI 






















REPERTORY THEATER + 
RESPIRATORY CENTER + 





































a THEATER OF THE ABSURD 
THEATERS-IN-THE-ROUND 
a	 THEATERS OF THE ABSURD 
THYROIDECTOMIES 
TRANSAMINATIONS 







WHITE BLOOD CELLS 






o	 SACRIFICIAL STONE + 
SIGNAL NOISE RATIO 
o	 REVITALISATIONS 
REVITALIZATIONS 
o	 REPERTORY THEATRE + 






































o	 THEATRE OF THE ABSURD 
o	 THEATRES-IN-THE-ROUND 
o	 THEATRES OF THE ABSURD 
o	 THYROIDECTOMISE 
TRANSANlMATIONS 
YELLOW ULTRAMARINE + 
UNNAMEABILITIES 
UNNAMEABLENESSES 





o	 WHITED SEPULCHRE + 
WHITE LADY'S SLIPPER 
WHITFIELD'S OINTMENT 
YELLOW LADY'S SLIPPER 
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